


DIMENSIONS : 43*25*29 cm ;  
Liter :  31 L

    12  outer pockets for storage of drill 
    bits, screws, and other small items. 

    Inner 8 pockets and 8 loops are easy to 
    get while you work. 

    A webbing with buckle for pick the 
    grab handles together conveniently.

    Paracord can be used with.

Feature

JK01001-18

Specification

Mouth

Carrier



DIMENSIONS : 34*20*26 cm ;  
Liter :  17 L

    7 outside big pockets, not only have 
    a stylish appearance but also can 
    let you work easily.

    Inner 7 pockets and 6 loops for 
    storage hand tools.

    2 big pockets with velcro cover make 
    sure your gear won't fall or missing 
    easily.

    Corrosion-proof zipper glides
    smoothly and won't rust.

Specification

Feature

13" Wide

Mouth

Carrier
JK01002-13



DIMENSIONS : 34*19*34 cm ;  
Liter :  22 L

    Evolution from JK01002-13 13" Wide 
    Mouth Carrier. It is taller and can store 
    more tools and devices.

    Inner 7 pockets and 6 loops for 
    storage hand tools.

    Extra side pockets give you more space 
    for small tools & accessories.

    Moulded bottom protect your bag
    and tools.

Feature

13" Wide

Mouth

Carrier-EVO
JK01003-13

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 38*23*36 cm ;  
Liter :  31 L

    Lower compartment for storage trays.

    Inner 7 pockets and 6 loops for 
    storage hand tools.

    10 outside individual pockets provide 
    superior carrying capacity for easy access 
    to the tool carrier and contents.

    Rubber feet stabilize your bags, 
    and easy to clean.

Feature

Combo Wide

Mouth

Carrier

Specification

JK01004-16



DIMENSIONS : 43*22*25 cm ; 
Liter :  23 L

    Folds down for easy storage.

    3 pockets, 6 big loops and 8 small 
    you loops inner for various tools 
    and gears.

    10 outer big pockets around let 
    get your gear anytime, anywhere.

    Adjustable shoulder straps and 
    paracord.

    2 velcro webbing design for 
    level storage.

Feature

Stiff Frame

Tote Tool

Carrier
JK02001

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 42.5*22*36 cm ;  
Liter :  33 L

    Zipper cover open design to prevent tools 
    missing during transport and reduce the 
    dust into bags.

    10  long pockets for your screwdrivers, 
    wrenches or pliers. 

    You can store other accessories into the
    6 big pockets.

    9  outer pockets  for  storage are easy to 
    get while you work. 

    Sturdy metal handle designed with 
    durable EVA foam handle for comfortable.

    Adjustable shoulder straps and paracord.

Feature

Open Front

Multi-

Compartment

Tool Bag

JK02002

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 41*24*29 cm ; 
Liter :  28.5 L

    Zipper cover open top design to prevent 
    tools missing during transport and 
    reduce the dust into bags.

    Sturdy metal handle designed with 
    durable EVA foam handle for 
    comfortable.

    8 inner pockets and loops for storage 
    your hand tools, screwdrivers or more.

    13  outer pockets  you can actually use. 
    It is convenient to take and put your 
    gear while you  are working. 

    You can also put your keys, phone into 
    front pockets with cover. Or portable

    you will use in daily life.

    Adjustable shoulder straps and 
    paracord.

Feature

Open Top Multi-

Compartment

Tool Bag

JK02003

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 29*22*38 cm ;  
Liter :  24 L

    2 in 1 design, backpack combined with 
    wide mouth carrier.

    Comfortable padded back support and 
    durable padded handles 

    Inner 8 various compartments and 
    loops for storage various hand tools.

    2 outer big pockets at side not only have 
    a stylish appearance but also can let you 
    work easily.

    2 buckles for pick the handles together 
    make it easy to toss in the back of your 
    car or truck.

Feature

13" Big

Mouth

Backpack
JK25001

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 47*21*51 cm ;  
Liter :  50 L

    Hard molded front case for sunglasses 
    and other fragile items. The pocket 
    which print with cross symbol can also 
    used as medical kits. You can put some 
    band-aid, gauze and ointment if you need.

    Two 14cm * 20cm big independent 
    compartment with Metal D ring at side.

    Durable steel pipe padded handles let you 
    can carry it comfortablily and stablely.

    5cm thick EVA base protect your tools 

    while bag dropped accidentally.

    Comfortable padded back support and 
    shoulder straps.

    Unique EVA padded back supported design
    and steel pipe handles at top. You can take 
    the bag easily and relaxed carrying. 

Feature

Multi-Function

Backpack with

Steel Handle

JK25002

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 33*25*45 cm ;  
Liter :  37 L

    Large upper storage area for storage of 
    large items.

    Comfortable padded back support and 
    durable padded handles make it easy to 
    toss in the back of your car or truck.

    Plastic tube in front let you pick up your 

    hammer , adjustable spanner quickly.

    Black metal D-rings strong enough to 
    hang tools. 

    15 reinforced tool pockets you can 
    actually use. 5 outer pockets are easy to 
    get to while you work. 10 inner pockets 
    for storage of drill bits, screws, and 
    other small items.

Feature

Heavy Duty

Jobsite Bucket

Backpack

JK25003

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 41*20*55 cm ;  
Liter :  45L

    3 in 1 design - portable; trolley; backpack

    Quick access zippered front accessory 
    pocket. 10  various size pockets fits  your 
    multi-tools in the compartments.     

    2 big compartment in side for big and 
    heavy device.

    Big handle for easily take.
    2 heavy-duty wheels enable portability 
    around your job site.

    Hideaway shoulder straps and Padded back
    provides more comfortable.

Feature

Rolling

Backpack with

Telescoping

Handle
JK03001

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 45*37*40 cm ;  
Liter :  67 L

    Large main compartment about 66 liters 
    with U-shaped big mouth opening holds 
    gear. 

    2 plastic pipe for hammer or tools with
    long handle. 2 ring can hang up 
    carabiner. 3 webbing loops for put your 
    tools conveniently.

    Big hard molded case 28cm * 21cm at front 
    for sunglasses and other fragile items.
    
    With two inline-style and strong wheels 
    and 3 levels telescoping handle.

    2 rubber feet for stabilizing the bag even 

    you work at a slanted place.

    Inner mesh and a cover at left side pocket 
    to prevent items scattered.

Feature

Roller

Tool Case

JK03002

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 18*14*24 cm 

     3 plastic pipe for hammer or tools with 
     long handle. Pipe Ø  3.5cm. 

     Lightweight and Hardness, increased 
     tear-resistance.

     2 main compartment can put pliers or 
    screwdrivers.

     2 hinges increase the maneuverability of bag.

Feature

Utility Pouch

Bag-Pipe at

Front

JK06001-F

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 18*13*23 cm 

     2 hinges increase the maneuverability of 
     bag.

     plastic pipe at 2 side and plastic frame at 
     side for hammer or tools with long 
     handle. Pipe Ø  3.5cm. 

     Lightweight and Hardness, increased 
     tear-resistance.

     Can put pliers or screwdrivers in main 
     compartment.

Feature

Utility

Pouch Bag-

Pipe at Side
JK06002-S

Specification



DIMENSIONS : 12*5*19 cm 

     Securely holds small tools or accessories 
     like pliers, mini-flashlights, wallet, credit 
     cards, keys, portable charger, cables, etc.

     Attached to a backpack or a belt,The 
     straps and belt sizes can be threaded 
     through the loops on the back for a 
     tight fit on the belt or any 
     combination of wear options.

     Lightweight and Hardness, increased 
     tear-resistance.

Feature

Multi-

Purpose

Pouch Bag

Specification

JK16001



DIMENSIONS : 3*14 cm

DIMENSIONS : 3*19.5 cm

    Made of durable paracord and metal  clasp.  

    Safe cord can load over 150 kg

LENGTH : 88 cm

     Strong and low-ductile nylon accessory cord
     can load over 100 kg.

    It can replace the general laynard for hanging 
    tools.

JK28001-L

Specification

Paracord

JK28001-S

Specification

Accessory Cord

JK28002

Specification

Feature

Feature



Koln 2018 New Materials Characteristics

1680D Polyester Jacquard Fabric Glossy Crystal PU Texture

Knitted Grain PU leather EVA Bottom 

PP Jacquard Webbing Steel Pipe Handle With EVA Foam

EVA Case PVC Bottom 



PVC Pipe Telescoping Handle

If you want to know more information, please click below icon.
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